The Parrot MINIKIT Smart is a Bluetooth hands-free kit featuring a Smartphone holder. It can be attached to the windshield or dashboard, enabling you to access the navigation and Smartphone features while keeping your hands on the wheel at all times. You can use the MINIKIT Smart to recharge your Smartphone via a USB socket port. Its numerous metal components and chrome finishes combine robustness and elegance. The Parrot MINIKIT Smart can easily switch from portrait to landscape mode to suit any configuration. Using a Smartphone’s hands-free and navigation features in your car is now as easy as ever.

Making calls couldn’t be easier
The first time you use the Parrot MINIKIT Smart, it synchronizes its phonebook with your cell’s phonebook. The entries in your MINIKIT Smart phonebook are then effortlessly updated every time you connect. Its integrated speech synthesis function means that you hear the device saying your contact’s name and you confirm that you want to make the call without taking your eyes off the road. You can also make calls via speech synthesis: press the green button, say the name of the person you want to call... and the MINIKIT Smart starts dialing automatically. If a person has several phone numbers, you can choose the number you wish to call by saying “mobile”, “work” or “home”.

Find your way every time
When you connect your Smartphone to the MINIKIT Smart, it is automatically connected via Bluetooth. The verbal instructions from your navigation system are transmitted with top sound quality via the 2W speaker. When you receive a call, the navigation instructions are interrupted automatically and then resumed when you end your call*. Thanks to its large holder, you will be able to see your Smartphone screen all the time. Now, you can follow your journey even more easily than using a car GPS system.

A completely versatile solution
The Parrot MINIKIT Smart was designed to adapt to most Smartphones, no matter what OS they are running: Android, Symbian, Apple iOS, BlackberryOS etc. Its adjustable arm can accommodate and hold any Smartphone up to 2.75” wide, while its suction foot ensures that it can be attached absolutely securely to the windshield or dashboard. It comes with an intuitive user interface featuring two telephone buttons and a rotary button. Its integrated lithium-ion battery supports a battery life of more than a week. It can be recharged via a 12V cigarette lighter and can also recharge your Smartphone using the USB port. Last but not least, it is 100% Bluetooth compatible and works with all brands of Smartphones and Bluetooth devices.

* This function depends on the Smartphone used.
Wireless technology

**Bluetooth**

Bluetooth wireless technology enables voice and data to be sent via a short-distance radio link. It connects a wide range of electronic equipment without requiring additional cables. Furthermore, it extends the communication possibilities for mobile phones and a large number of devices. The Bluetooth stereo (A2DP) profile uses the same radio frequencies and can be used to send music tracks from one device to another.

**Visuals and technical specifications**

**Parrot MINIKIT Smart**

Bluetooth hands-free charging holder for Smartphones

**General**
- Number of contacts: 2,000 per Smartphone
- Language: one language per version
- Pairing: up to 10 Smartphones
- Automatic connection by pairing order
- Phonebook synchronization: Sync (IRMS), NokiaSync, SyncML

**Interface**
- Portrait or landscape mode
- Green button: for answering calls, calling someone in the phonebook, launching speech synthesis, confirmation and supporting double calls
- Red button: for hanging up, switching the kit on and off, exiting menus and cancelling
- Rotary button: for accessing menus, adjusting the volume and sending DTMF signals

**Phone Features**
- Dialing / accepting / rejecting calls, last number call-back, call waiting, DTMF
- Activating the Smartphone’s voice commands (if they exist)
- Multi-user voice recognition
- Text-To-Speech (speech synthesis): confirming calls, stating the caller’s name

**Audio**
- 2W integrated speaker
- Vocal menus
- Transmission of verbal instructions from the Smartphone’s navigation system
- Full duplex
- Advanced Parrot NR2 noise reduction
- Echo and residual echo cancellation

**Bluetooth**
- Bluetooth v. 2.1 + EDR
- Profiles: HFP, PBAP, OPP, A2DP (for navigation instructions)
- Pairing code: 0 0 0 0
- Compatible with all Bluetooth mobile Smartphones

**Connectivity/Battery**
- USB port: recharging the Smartphone, updating the product
- Mini USB socket: recharging the MINIKIT Smart via a 12V cigarette lighter socket
- Battery: Lithium-ion, charged in max. of 2 hours
- Battery life: up to 10 hours talk time and more than 1 week on standby
- Low battery indication: beep emitted every minute, 15 minutes until the device is completely out of power

**Dimensions**
- Length: 115 mm / 4.52 in
- Width: 89 mm / 3.50 in
- Depth: 46 mm / 1.81 in
- Weight: 180 g / 6.35 oz

**Kit contents**
- 1 Parrot MINIKIT Smart
- 1 suction foot for attaching the device
- 1 mini USB-type 12V cigarette lighter charger
- 1 adhesive plastic disk for the dashboard
- 1 USB/mini USB cable
- 1 USB/micro USB cable
- 2 micro clips
- 1 Quick Start guide